
CROSSACRES KNITTING GROUP
Workshop (16/12/13)



To be sure, the line of handwriting traces individual letters in sequence. 
Yet it lends to the words that these letters spell out an expressive depth and 
resonance equivalent to what melody and rhythm lend to the words of song. 
(Tim Ingold, Being Alive p178)
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On the 16th December 2013 Crossacres Knitting Group took part in a workshop at 
the Centre for Contemporary Chinese Art. The workshop explored handwriting and 
Chinese calligraphy. 

Participants dropped a length of wool onto a piece of paper. The line that this 
formed became the starting point from which they designed their own ‘Chinese 
characters’. They practiced them on Chinese practice paper using a brush and ink. 

When they were happy with their character many of the participants gave it a name 
or meaning. The names were often influenced by images that the participants saw 
in the abstract shapes.

The workshops were facilitated by artist Jayne Lloyd as part of a yearlong project that 
included a residency at the 501 Arts Space, Chongqing. This book will be exhibited at  
3 Piccadilly Place as part of W0budong, an exhibition that explores the actions, traces 
and aesthetics of handwriting in Chinese and English and marks the end of the project.

I would like to thank the Centre for Contemporary Chinese Art for hosting and 
supporting the workshops, Crossacres Knitting Group and students and teachers  
from Manchester Communication Academy, and the Arts Council for funding the 
project.

Photographs by Jayne Lloyd, students and teachers from Manchester Communication 
Academy and staff at the Centre for Contemporary Chinese Art.
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Contents

5-16 Images of workshop

17-28 ‘Chinese Characters’ by Crossacres Knitting Group

17. Untitled, Lynne Marshall
18. Flutter Bye, Jenny O’Loughlin
19. Warmth Strength, Martine Nightingale
20. Flying Kite, Pauline
21. Adult & Child, Ane Heydon
22. Student, Stuart Marshall
23. Balloon, Joan Spilman
24. Resting Serpent, Michelle Shiel
25. Untitled, Shirley Simmonds
26. False, Kay Bamford
27. Together but Apart (Long Distance Relationship), Mags Platt
28. Friendship, Janice-Ann Hall
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Contents

5-14 Images of workshop

15-26 ‘Chinese Characters’ by Manchester Communication Academy

15. Rise, Karis Williams
16. A Square, Chloe Whalen
17. The Eye is Looking Down to the Earth and the Glory of the Sun is Firing Down to  
the Earth for Peace, Talia Hives
18. Princesses, Niala
19. Golden Hope, Junaid
20. Family, Love, Xmas and The Vamps – Brad, Grace Woodall
21. Only, Michelle
22. A Happy Tiger, Charonne Matha
23. Freedom, D. Rimes
24. Hope, Forgiveness & Love, Fatima Susso
25. Money, Sophie
26. Love, Alanna
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On the 13th December 2013 students from Manchester Communication Academy 
took part in a workshop at the Centre for Contemporary Chinese Art. The 
workshop explored the links between writing and drawing and questioned if 
writing stopped being writing if it couldn’t be read. 

The students made letters on different scales, drawing them on different sized 
paper, walking round the room in the shapes of letters and making letters from 
string that they supported with their bodies or the furniture. 

The students designed their own ‘Chinese Characters’, many of which were 
developed from letters of the Roman alphabet. One is an actual Chinese  
character – see if you can guess which. 

The workshops were facilitated by artist Jayne Lloyd as part of a yearlong project that 
included a residency at the 501 Arts Space, Chongqing. This book will be exhibited at  
3 Piccadilly Place as part of W0budong, an exhibition that explores the actions, traces 
and aesthetics of handwriting in Chinese and English and marks the end of the project.

I would like to thank the Centre for Contemporary Chinese Art for hosting and 
supporting the workshops, Crossacres Knitting Group and students and teachers  
from Manchester Communication Academy, and the Arts Council for funding 
the project.

Photographs by Jayne Lloyd, students and teachers from Manchester 
Communication Academy and staff at the Centre for Contemporary Chinese Art.
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I have often wished that my sentences could be written out as a single line running into the distance so that it 
would be clear that a sentence is likewise a road and reading is travelling (I did the maths once and found the 
text of one of my books would be four miles long were it rolled out as a single line of words instead of being set 
in rows on pages, rolled up like thread on a spool). 

(Rebecca Solnit, Wanderlust p72)
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